FEAT URES AND BENEFITS

Patented XLOCK™ Technology
XLOCK lockout crossbrace and fewer moving parts reduce weight and frame play for greater efficiency and less fatigue.

Built-in Growth
2” of width growth in the crossbrace and 3” of depth growth in the seat rail keep your child positioned properly as they grow.

WC-19 Transit Approved
WC-19 transit approved for use as an occupant’s seat in a motor vehicle when used with an approved Wheelchair Tiedown and Occupant Restraint System in accordance with SAE J2249.

Z-finity™ System
Lower leg length setting can be adjusted between -5” and 21” from the seat and footrest angle can be adjusted infinitely to achieve the best positioning as your child grows.

Swing-in/Swing-out & Fixed Hanger Options
Swing-in/Swing-out hanger option aids in transfers and pulling up close to cabinets and counters. Fixed front frame option offers the lightest weight configuration and an active style.

VersaRail™ Seat Rail
VersaRail provides your child access to all of the components and accessories needed – custom seating, armrests, wheel locks, side guards, etc. – even on the shortest frames.

Features and Benefits

HDCPS Code: E1238
Chair Weight: 19 lbs
(8 x 8” fixed front frame, 20” lite spoke wheels.
Excludes armrests, push handles & antitips.
Actual weight may vary according to chair configuration & accessories.

Overall Width
14.8” to 26.5”

Folded Width
Starting at 5” (without wheels, hangers, and footplates)

Weight Capacity
165 lbs (w/o seating)

Seat Widths
8” to 16” (grows to 18”)

Seat Depths
8” to 18” (grows to 20”)

Front Seat-to-Floor Heights
13” to 19”

Rear Seat-to-Floor Heights
11” to 18.5”

Footrest/Frame Angle
80° (Zfinity™ adjusts to a wide range of footrest angles)

Swing-in/Swing-out 80°, 90°

Transit Option: Yes

Color Options
27 frame colors and 24 crossbrace colors can create over 600 combinations!

Refer to the Quickie®/Zippie® Color Brochure or the Sunrise Medical website to view color choices.

Click here for printer-friendly version